
Additional information about Miller County’s activities from MCH Coordinator, Mara Clement: 

The information for the planning and design behind the rooms came from a bunch of studies and 
research, but the majority of the information I referenced when I pitched the idea to administration 
came from this PowerPoint: https://cotsonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Trauma-Informed-
Design.BOD_.pdf 

The main purpose of the rooms was to have a warm, inviting, safe, cozy space so moms, parents, 
guardians could be in a central location and the staff would come to them instead of going room to 
room to room to see each new person.  Warm colors, inclusive seating (I was intentional about choosing 
seats that had a higher weight limit so they were more inclusive), and a safe, interactive area for the kids 
that could easily be cleaned were the main focus areas when I designed the rooms.  So far this seems to 
be going really well, the clients like it, and staff haven’t had any negative feedback from the 
implementation.  I know that we are lucky to have the extra space at MCHC and not every location has 
space to have 2 separate rooms just for clients, but the idea of being mobile and having staff come to 
the client really does make a huge difference. (The furnishings for these rooms were not purchased 
using MCH funds). 

I wish we could take credit for coming up with the idea of partnering with Baby Grace (BG), but they 
actually reached out to us.  In November 2020 MCHC held a car seat safety check event at the Eldon Fire 
Department and had 0 participation.  Baby Grace reached out in the fall of 2021 and asked if we would 
be interested in attending their November diaper distribution to check car seats.  BG offered extra 
diapers to anyone who had their seats checked.  2 car seat techs from MCHC went to the event and 
checked 31 seats (only 1 of those seats needed no corrections, making 96.7% of the seats checked at 
that event unsafe).  This was a big hit so BG asked if we would do this semi-annually.  The second CS 
event was in May 2022, MCHC sent 3 car seat techs to this event (you have the data for this event).  The 
third event is scheduled for October and 3 car seat techs will be attending this. 

As far as planning a car seat event, I would suggest finding a partner or event that already targets the 
clients you hope to see (daycares, diaper banks, moms groups, etc) because it’s really hard to have 
people just stop in to an event.  Keeping the flow is crucial, but also very difficult.  We have numbers 
that go in the windshield of the vehicles when they park.  This shows the techs what order the vehicles 
need checked and the BG staff know which vehicles have been helped.  When doing the checks, be 
thorough but also efficient.  We have general info magnets we give the family’s and business cards with 
our phone number that they can call if they have more questions or want further information about car 
seat safety.  As much as we would love to spend time talking in depth with each person, that’s not 
realistic with the amount of seats that need checked.  We give the adults the reason behind what and 
why we are making adjustments and let them know they can make an appointment at the health center 
to get more information if they would like. 

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/cotsonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Trauma-Informed-Design.BOD_.pdf__;!!EErPFA7f--AJOw!GF0bYNC6Kta7A_q1femBNthn8xhP6b2s0A5uIxPIjaVTUHOixSoPUqshUK6BQl1F5ITaS7081o2KPauAPIXYVc7BPN7jHS0$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/cotsonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Trauma-Informed-Design.BOD_.pdf__;!!EErPFA7f--AJOw!GF0bYNC6Kta7A_q1femBNthn8xhP6b2s0A5uIxPIjaVTUHOixSoPUqshUK6BQl1F5ITaS7081o2KPauAPIXYVc7BPN7jHS0$


We also ask our WIC clients at their cert and midcert appointments if they would like a car seat tech to 
check their seat and make sure it’s still fitting their child appropriately.  This is a great time bc they’ve 
already had the height and weight checked for their WIC appointment so the tech doesn’t have to do 
that, and the probability that the seats need to be adjusted every 6 months is pretty high.  We ask 
towards the end of the appointment; if the client says yes a car seat tech meets them in the lobby, goes 
to the vehicle with them, checks the seat, and the client is on their way.  If they say no, no worries 😊😊

We know we are lucky to have 4 car seat techs on staff, and to have the extra space for the family 
rooms, but pieces of these plans can be taken and used.  Any little bit makes a big difference. 







Below is the image they use for their car seat magnets. They pulled the image from the NHSTA 

website and send it to the printer that they use (have used Vistaprint in the past). You can find 

the PDF here:   https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.gov/files/documents/carseat-

recommendations-for-children-by-age-size.pdf  

Here is a link to one of their Facebook posts with details about one of their car seat events:  

https://www.facebook.com/MillerCountyHealth/posts/pfbid02TsKmytk3Psu35t7dPbcsB6D9A3

nvyHjAgZCGB56YES1ADY9KnQ4QrRHWzq57w2Hcl  
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